Stoddard Cemetery Commission Meeting  
Monday, August 8, 2016 at 9:00 AM  
Agenda

1. Repair of Calestra Marie Gould headstone stone 129 – Old Dow Cemetery
2. Reason for Rollin Paight not finishing his mowing at Old Dow Cemetery
3. Trees (26) – Robb Cemetery – 26 Pine Trees' limbs overhanging Robb Cemetery at the southeast corner
4. Frank Stuckey's fee is $800.00
5. *When should we put 2" stone down by enclosure at Dow Cemetery and 2 yards of loam
6. *Question of replacing 4 memorial trees in New Down Cemetery
7. *Height of some bushes at headstones – when should they be cut back

*Questions to be revisited from May 13, 2016 meeting.